many times I hastened up these steps; my feet were guided by the familiar grooves worn there by countless others before me. That will be no more. For through the sense of some bureaucratic adjuring—mindless of MIT and its traditions—the decision was made to repair these concre
te steps. These concrete steps (you know, in part, that these are the steps which ascend to Building 7 at MIT) have been partially renovated. Although the administration has not indicated its date for renovation, one can
reasonably guess at the rationale which might be presented—efficiency.

You and I realize, of course, that this return to a more geometrically perfect, squared-off face for the cause for renovation, one can
readily guess-at the rationale

But my goal is not to turn back
the clock; these steps have al-
doubtedly been renovated; nothing
emergent to say, they (like any good ad
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